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Routing

Choosing paths along which messages will travel 
from source to destination.



Problems for intradomain routing

Distributed path finding

Optimize link utilization (traffic engineering)

React to dynamics

High reliability even with failures

Scale



Problems for interdomain routing

All of intradomain’s problems

Bigger scale

Multiple parties

• No central control
• Conflicting interests
• Attacks

Harder to change architecture

• Intradomain evolution: RIP, ISIS, OSPF, MPLS, OpenFlow, ...
• Interdomain: BGP.



Interdomain routing

BGP: Border Gateway Protocol

Distance vector variant

• Remember path instead of distance
• Hence, “path vector” instead of “distance vector”

Why path vector?

• Avoid DV’s transient loops; but more importantly...
• Support policies: can pick any path offered by neighbors, 

not necessarily the shortest (Link State cannot)
• Support privacy: path choice policy is applied locally, not 

announced globally



BGP: The picture at one router
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Route selection process

routers as enterprises often do). Although some of the observa-
tions we make apply to enterprise networks, our core focus in
this paper is on ISP networks. In this section, we describe BGP
from the standpoint of a single AS, describing first the protocol
that transmits routes from one AS to another, then the decision
process used to choose routes, and finally the mechanisms used
at routers to implement policy.

2.1 Exchanging routing state

Figure 1: Example topology with three ISPs A, B, and C.

Figure 1 shows a simple BGP network. BGP sessions are es-
tablished between border routers that reside at the edges of
an AS and border routers in neighboring ASes. These sessions
are used to exchange routes between neighboring ASes. Border
routers then distribute routes learned on these sessions to non-
border (internal) routers as well as other border routers in the
same AS using internal-BGP (iBGP). In addition, the routers
in an AS usually run an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) to
learn the internal network topology and compute paths from
one router to another. Each router combines the BGP and IGP
information to construct a forwarding table that maps each des-
tination prefix to one or more outgoing links along shortest
paths through the network to the chosen border router.
BGP is a relatively simple protocol with a few salient features.
First, BGP is an incremental protocol, where after a complete
routing table is exchanged between neighbors, only changes to
that information are exchanged. These changes may be new
route advertisements, route withdrawals, or changes to route
attributes. Second, BGP is a path-vector protocol where ad-
vertisements contain a list of ASes used to reach the destina-
tion. Third, routes are advertised at the prefix level, so an AS
would send a separate update for each of its reachable prefixes.
Fourth, BGP update messages may contain several fields, in-
cluding a list of prefixes being advertised, a list of prefixes be-
ing withdrawn, and a list of route attributes that describe vari-
ous characteristics of each advertised route. An ISP implements
its policies by modifying route attributes and changing the way
routers react to advertisements with certain route attributes, as
discussed below.

2.2 Selecting a route at a router
A BGP router in an ISP may have several alternate routes to
reach a particular destination. In the absence of policy, the
router would choose the route with the minimum pathlength,
with some arbitrary way to break ties between routes with the
same pathlength. However, in order to give operators greater

Table 1: Steps in the BGP decision process.

Step Attribute Controlled by local
or neighbor AS?

1. Highest LocalPref local
2. Lowest AS path length neighbor
3. Lowest origin type neither
4. Lowest MED neighbor
5. eBGP-learned over iBGP-learned neither
6. Lowest IGP cost to border router local
7. Lowest router ID (to break ties) neither

control over route selection, several additional attributes were
added to advertisements, allowing a router to alter its decisions
based on the values of these attributes. The end result is the
BGP decision process, consisting of an ordered list of attributes
across which routes are compared, as shown in Table 1. The
router goes down the list, comparing each attribute in the list
across the two routes. If the routes have different values for the
attribute, the router chooses the one that has the more desirable
attribute, otherwise it moves on to compare the next attribute
in the list. The route that is chosen is used by the router to for-
ward packets. The ordering of attributes allows the operator to
influence various stages of the decision process. For example,
the Local Preference (LocalPref) is the first step in the deci-
sion process. By changing LocalPref, an operator can force a
route with a longer AS path to be chosen over a shorter one. As
another example, the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) is typi-
cally used by two ASes connected by multiple links to indicate
which peering link should be used to reach the AS advertising
the attribute. MED was placed lower in the decision process
as this allows an ISP to override these suggestions, e.g. by set-
ting LocalPref. Using a strict ordering of attributes in the de-
cision process simplifies policy expression and makes it easier
to predict the outcome of making configuration changes. While
some vendors allow operators to disable certain steps in the de-
cision process, they typically do not permit the operators to put
the steps in a different order. Hence some policies that violate
this ordering (e.g. ignore AS path length, or first choose lowest
MED then highest LocalPref) may require various hacks which
can complicate router configuration and lead to unforeseen side
effects.
There are different locations where a route attribute can be set
by policy: (a) Locally, for example LocalPref is an integer value
set at and propagated throughout the local AS and filtered be-
fore sending to neighboring ISPs. (b) Neighbor, for example
the MED attribute is typically used by two ASes connected by
multiple links to indicate which peering link should be used to
reach the AS advertising the MED attribute, and is not used
to compare routes through two different next-hop ASes. (c)
Neither: some attributes, for example whether the route was
learned through an external BGP (eBGP) neighbor or from an
internal router speaking BGP (iBGP), are set by the protocol
and cannot be changed.
The collective results of the decision process across routers is
to produce a set of equally good border routers for each pre-
fix, where each router in the set is equivalent according to the

[Caesar, Rexford, IEEE Network Magazine, 2005]
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This process is extended in many real implementations.



Common policies

Route selection: prefer customer over peer over 
provider

peer

provider

destination

customer

peer

But ... What’s wrong
with this picture?



Route export (most common): to/from customer only 
(“valley-free”)

Common policies
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Interconnection: Traditional view

Tier 1’s

Mid-tier

Stub / Leaf

Hierarchical, limited peering at lower tiers



Interconnection: Modern view

Tier 1’s

Mid-tier

Stub / Leaf

IXP
IXP

Significant and increasing peering at lower tiers



Data from Ager et al, SIGCOMM’12

Significant peering

• Estimated 200,000 peerings just in Europe
• More than 2x as many as non-peering links!

These peerings missed in past measurements

3.1 Peering fabric seen from within the IXP
According to a commonly-used definition, two ASes are con-

nected (at a particular time) in the logical AS graph if they can
exchange routing information directly, i.e., without the help of an
intermediary AS that provides transit, presumably for the purpose
of exchanging IP traffic. In the case of our IXP where we know its
topology (mapping of MAC and IP addresses to member ASes) and
have access to its sFlow records, we use a more pragmatic defini-
tion and say that there exists a P-P link between a pair of member
ASes if – during a given period of time – we see IP traffic being
exchanged between these two member ASes over the IXP’s public
infrastructure. This pragmatic definition expresses our intention to
focus on those P-P links of the IXP’s peering fabric that matter;
that is, carry actual IP traffic, e.g., BGP packets only in the case of
backup links or IP packets generated by genuine application-level
traffic. We call the thus-defined peering matrix the “ground truth”
for our IXP as it provides the most useful and complete information
about the actual status of the peerings between its member ASes.

After filtering the Nov/Dec sFlow records as described in Sec-
tion 2 and analyzing the resulting traffic, we found that out of a total
of 396 ⇥ 395 / 2 = 78,210 (bi-directional) P-P links that the 396
IXP member ASes could potentially establish at the IXP in that time
period, more than 50,000 P-P links were actually established and
were used to exchange IP traffic. This corresponds to a “peering
rate” at our IXP or a “fill degree” of this IXP’s (symmetric) peering
matrix of about 67 %, meaning that on average, each member AS
exchanges IP traffic over the IXP’s public infrastructure with some
270 other member ASes. In total, the observed ground truth of
this IXP’s peering fabric with its more than 50,000 active P-P links
is responsible for about 10 PB of traffic that traverses this IXP’s
public infrastructure daily. Next, we examine how well this IXP’s
actual peering matrix can be replicated when instead of relying on
IXP-provided sFlow records, we are limited by measurements that
do not involve the IXP and are obtained from outside the IXP.

3.2 Peering fabric seen from outside the IXP
In the past, BGP routing information (i.e., control-plane data)

as well as traceroute measurements (i.e., data-plane information)
have been widely used to analyze the structure and evolution of the
AS-level Internet. Access to our IXP’s actual peering fabric gives us
a unique opportunity to evaluate how the various inferred peering
matrices for this IXP that result from relying on these different
IXP-external datasets compare to the IXP’s ground truth.

In terms of BGP routing information, we relied on two well-
known sources, i.e., Route-Views (RV) [45] and RIPE NCC (RIPE)
[42], and on a non-public dataset (NP). For RV and RIPE, we re-
lied on all their available route collectors, and used both BGP table
dumps and updates from the same period when the Nov/Dec sFlow
records were collected. NP consists of BGP dumps collected from
about 70 routers worldwide which receive BGP information from
724 different ASes also covering the full week. Table 2 provides de-
tails about the total number of ASes from which the various datasets
obtained BGP data and shows that despite varying significantly in
magnitude, the three datasets are by and large complementary and
contain routing information from almost 1,000 different ASes.

With respect to traceroute measurements, we used a dataset that re-
sulted from a re-run of the targeted traceroute experiment described
in [3]. This experiment was especially designed with the goal of
discovering P-P links at IXPs and relied critically on the availability
of publicly available traceroute-enabled looking glass (LG) servers
throughout the Internet. The re-run was performed during Nov/Dec
of 2011 using an updated list of available LG servers. The dataset
we considered is derived from all traceroute probes launched as part

Table 2: Overview of routing and looking glass datasets for
November. The numbers show P-P links.

Unique Visible only in
Dataset LGs / ASN links this dataset
RV 78 5,336 1,084
RIPE 319 10,913 5,460
NP 723 3,419 684
RV+RIPE+NP 997 13,051 10,472
LG 821 / 148 4,892 2,313
RV+RIPE+NP+LG 1,070 15,364 15,364

RV+RIPE+NP+LG

LG

RV+RIPE+NP

NP

RIPE

RV
Visible
Invisible
Cannot!tell

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 2: Peering links and visibility in control/data plane (nor-
malized by number of detected P-P links).

of this recent campaign and consists of all inferred P-P links that
involve our IXP and have an associated high confidence level of
representing actual P-P links at our IXP (see [3] for details).

To systematically examine which P-P links at our IXP can and
which cannot be discovered with the help of which IXP-external
datasets, we classify these links into three categories. A visible P-P
link is a P-P link that is observed both in the IXP-provided sFlow
records and the IXP-external datasets (e.g., BGP or traceroute data).
A P-P link is called an invisible P-P link if it is visible from the IXP-
provided traffic data (i.e., IP packets traverse the link), but not visible
from the IXP-external datasets. Lastly, a cannot-tell P-P link is a P-
P link that is visible in BGP data but no traffic exchange is observed
between the two member ASes in question from our IXP-provided
data. This scenario is typical for private peering arrangements
supported by the IXP’s non-public infrastructure, but could also
arise in those rare situations where a peering is not established at
the IXP, or simply not visible in the traffic due to packet sampling.
Note that the visible and invisible P-P links add up to the more
than 50,000 P-P links that constitute the ground truth of our IXP’s
peering fabric. Furthermore, since the cannot-tell P-P links cannot
be seen from the IXP-provided data, they are not a subset of either
the visible or invisible peerings.

Using each of the IXP-external datasets, separately and in dif-
ferent combinations, Table 2 gives (i) the total number of visible
P-P links that can be seen from the different IXP-external data and
(ii) the number of unique visible P-P links; that is, those P-P links
that can only be seen from exactly one of the IXP-external datasets.
When compared to the ground truth, we see that each of the IXP-
external datasets misses the vast majority of the observed links, and
even when pooling all this available control- and data-plane infor-
mation, we can still only account for a limited fraction of this IXP’s
actual peering fabric. A more detailed account of our findings is
provided in Figure 2 and illustrates the breakdown of the P-P links
into the three different categories of P-P links introduced above. We
observe that even when relying on all the available datasets, about
70 % of the P-P links at this IXP remain invisible.

3.3 Some food for thought
A survey of the recent literature on measuring the AS-level In-

ternet shows that as of late 2009, the total number of P-P links in
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Why measurements miss so much
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Paper discussion

What’s the purpose of an IXP?

• “Metcalf ’s law”: value of net is O(n2) when n participants

Why don’t top-tier ISPs peer much at the IXP?
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(a) AS classification by business types.
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(b) Scatter-plot of num. of peers per member.
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(c) Fractions of web-traffic across members.

Figure 4: Diversity in members: business type, number of peerings, and application mix exemplified by web-traffic.

AEN. Based on this classification, we find that in the LISP group,
the member ASes with a small number of peerings are the tier-1
ISPs and those ISPs with a selective peering policy. In the HCDN
group, the networks with a few peerings include some of the large
players, but also small hosting providers (e.g., for banks or online
games). The picture is less clear for the SISP group. In general, the
observed large number of member ASes that have a large number
of peers at this IXP is testimony for the ease with which member
ASes can peer at this (and other) IXP. In fact, the findings of a recent
survey [50] provide compelling reasons – some 99 % of the surveyed
peerings were a result of “handshake” agreements (with symmetric
terms) rather than formal contracts, and an apparent prevalence of
multi-lateral peering agreements; that is, the exchange of customer
routes within groups of more than two parties.

4.3 Traffic
The contributions to the IXP’s overall traffic by the individual

member ASes is highly skewed, with the top 30 % of member ASes
contributing close to 90 % of the overall IXP traffic. Examining
in more detail the traffic volume that each member AS contributes
to the IXP’s overall traffic, we first investigate what role the traffic
exchange ratio plays in establishing P-P links. To this end, we
consider the traffic asymmetry across all peerings between any two
member ASes and show in Figure 5(a) the empirical cumulative
probability distribution of this asymmetry. For improved readability
we only show the part of the curve for ratios up to 100:1 (75 % of all
peerings). The figure reveals a high variability in terms of exchanged
traffic between the two member ASes of a peering. Indeed, only
27 % of the links have a traffic ratio of up to 3:1 (see support lines),
where a 3:1 ratio is often stated as a typical requirement in common
formal peering agreements [35]. Moreover, for 8 % of the peerings
the ratio exceeds 100:1, and for another 17 % we observe traffic in
only one direction. Figure 5(a) also depicts the empirical cumulative
probability distribution for the P-P links at this IXP involving only
tier-1 ISPs and shows that these peerings are less asymmetric, with
more than 33 % of them having a ratio below 3:1.

Figure 5(b) shows the traffic asymmetry of the member ASes
(i.e., the ratio of outgoing bytes vs. incoming bytes of a given
member AS). The traffic of 52 % of the member ASes is more or
less symmetric and within the range of 1:3 to 3:1. However, a
significant number of member ASes fall in the 3:20 to 20:3 range5.
In agreement with expectations, HCDNs have more outgoing than

5To illustrate, if we had a member AS that would only deliver
content using 1,500 byte-sized packets, the ratio could be as bad
as 1:58, assuming on average one ACK of 52 bytes for every two
data packets of 1,500 bytes and no overhead for the TCP connection
establishment.

incoming traffic, while the opposite is true for LISPs and SISPs.
However, there are various exceptions to this rule, and we find
HCDNs with significantly more incoming than outgoing traffic and
LISPs and SISPs where the opposite holds true. Note that despite
the significant diversity in the ratio of incoming and outgoing traffic,
more than half of the member ASes that send most of the traffic also
receive most of the traffic. Indeed, there is a 50 % overlap among
the top 50 member ASes according to bytes sent and the top 50
member ASes according to bytes received.

We can also examine how similar or dissimilar the overall ap-
plication mix (see Section 2) is across all the IXP member ASes.
For example, when computing for each member AS the fraction
of HTTP/HTTPS traffic relative to the total number of bytes sent
and received, we find in Figure 4(c) that this application mix differs
significantly across the member ASes and follows almost a uniform
distribution, indicating that without additional information, it would
be difficult to predict which percentage of a member AS’s traffic
is HTTP. However, as soon as we include for example information
about the member AS’s business type, we observe that as expected,
hosting providers and CDNs tend to send a larger fraction of HTTP
traffic. However, rather unexpectedly, we also see more than 10 %
of the hosting providers and CDNs with only marginal fractions of
HTTP traffic. Closer inspection shows that these member ASes are
primarily service providers that do not provide web content.

4.4 Prefixes
We next consider the prefix exchange ratio. For this purpose,

we say that a prefix is served by a member AS if the member AS
receives traffic for that prefix. Vice verse, we say that a prefix is
used by a member AS if output traffic of its access router is destined
toward that prefix. Figure 5(c) depicts a scatter-plot of the ratio of
the number of prefixes used vs. the number of prefixes served by
each member AS and provides clear evidence that the vast majority
of the member ASes of our IXP use more than 10-times the number
of prefixes they serve. Specifically, we see that hosting providers
and CDNs have a tendency to serve a smaller number of prefixes
but to use some two orders of magnitude more prefixes. Focusing
on the ISPs, we can identify two groups. The first, larger group,
serves a diverse but limited set of prefixes, from a few tens to a
few thousands. The second, smaller group, serves and uses a large
number of prefixes, some tens of thousands. Members that serve
such large numbers of prefixes are likely acting as transit networks
for other member ASes. However, we again observe exceptions to
these general observations in almost all categories.

4.5 Geographical aspects
Conventional wisdom about IXPs states that ASes join regional
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Paper discussion

How might router-level interconnection differ from 
AS-level peering?  Would this paper’s conclusions be 
the same for router-level?
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Figure 1: IXP architecture and traffic statistics for the Nov/Dec week.

networks to become members at such public peering platforms are
as diverse as the growing number of increasingly diverse ASes. For
example, a CDN interested in optimizing its performance while
keeping its cost low might want to choose an open peering policy
to encourage direct and settlement-free traffic exchange at an IXP
with as many networks as possible. On the other hand, large ISPs
are likely to be interested in establishing peering relationships with
other ISPs of about the same size. To achieve this objective, they
may want to base their peering decision on a selective peering policy
that allows them to deny peering with small ISPs, thus retaining
them as paying customers in customer-provider type interconnection
arrangements that are more lucrative. Transit networks have yet
different objectives for using an IXP – they look at an IXP as a point
of sale of their upstream connectivity offerings. In general, the larger
the number of member ASes at an IXP, the more attractive that IXP
is as a peering platform. This explains to a large degree the high
level of innovation that the IXP marketplace has experienced in the
process of becoming a vital component of the Internet ecosystem.

2.2 IXP infrastructure and data
Figure 1(a) illustrates a high-level overview of the architecture of

our IXP. Although complex to maintain and scale, the infrastructure
of this large IXP is typical of large IXPs in general, and the IXP’s
operation can be described in simple terms. The IXP provides a
layer-2 switching fabric and each of the member ASes connects its
access router to that switching fabric. When a pair of member ASes
decides to peer at the IXP, they establish a BGP session between
their access routers which, in turn, enables the exchange of IP traffic
over this peering link across the IXP’s infrastructure.

The volume and properties of the traffic exchanged at an IXP
depend on the number of member ASes, the location and scope
of the activities of the IXP, the IXP’s service offerings, and if the
IXP operates for profit or as a non-profit organization [18]. In this
paper, we consider the traffic that is exchanged over the public peer-
ing fabric supported by the switching infrastructure of the IXP. In
particular, for this study, we rely on nine months’ worth of contin-
uous sFlow [47] records that were collected in 2011 at the IXP’s
infrastructure using a random sampling of 1 out of 16k packets. Our
sFlow records capture the first 128 bytes of each sampled packet,
thus giving us access to the IP and TCP headers. The sFlow captur-
ing process includes an anonymization step in which IP addresses
are scrambled while maintaining prefix consistency [19].

The efforts we made to assess the quality of the available sFlow
records included checking for sampling bias and identifying and
filtering out less than 1 % of the total traffic that was immaterial
for our study. For example, since sFlow sampling is performed
simultaneously and independently by multiple switches within the

Table 1: Overview of IXPs sFlow dataset.
Apr 25 Aug 22 Oct 10 Nov 28
May 1 Aug 28 Oct 16 Dec 4

Identified member ASes 358 375 383 396
Router IPs 426 445 455 474
MAC addresses 428 448 458 474
Tier-1 13 13 13 13
Tier-2 281 292 297 306
Leaf 64 70 73 77
Countries of member ASes 43 44 45 47
Continents of member ASes 3 3 3 3
Average packet rate (Mpps) 142 150 166 174
Average bandwidth (Gbps) 838 863 954 992
Daily avg volume (PB) 9.0 9.3 10.3 10.7

IXP’s infrastructure, there may exist a bias toward such flows that
traverse multiple sampling points. When counting the number of
different sFlow probes that capture packets exchanged between the
same pair of member router interfaces (MAC addresses), we found
that more than 99 % of these flows were only sampled by a single
probe, providing hard evidence that our data is not corrupted by this
sampling bias. As for immaterial traffic, we filtered out all traffic
contributed by the IXP’s management machines (e.g., route servers)
as well as broadcast and multicast traffic, except for ARP packets.
Finally, we also eliminated all IPv6 traffic as it constitutes less than
1 % of the overall traffic (in bytes or packets) at this IXP.

2.3 IXPs: A moving target
Studying one of the largest IXPs means chasing a moving target.

Large IXPs present a changing environment, with a number of
different dynamic factors acting on different time scales. Over
large time scales (i.e., annual or monthly), there are changes due
to new IXP policies. On more medium time scales (i.e., weekly),
there is churn in IXP membership (e.g., new members join, but
there are also potential departures from the IXP associated with
mergers and acquisitions), number of switch ports, and peerings
(e.g., new peerings are established, de-peerings, or peering changes
such as switching from a public peering arrangement to a private
peering). On small time scales (e.g., daily or hourly and below),
traffic variations are the main cause for changing IXP conditions.

To address this aspect, instead of analyzing the entire nine months
of essentially uninterrupted sFlow measurements from our IXP, we
selected four one week-long periods during late April, late August,
mid-October, and late November/early December of 2011. We
selected weekly periods based on the fact that the AS membership
at our IXP was by and large stable during the course of a week. At
the same time, choosing four one week-long periods from the nine
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[Ager, Chatzis, Feldmann, Sarrar, Uhlig, Willinger, SIGCOMM 2012]

# physical links = 27

# potential peerings = 45



What’s to come

Project proposals

• Due tonight, 11:59 pm, plain text email to Brighten
• Be sure to read spec in Syllabus and include related work
• Comments back to you next week

Part Two of the course: Grand Challenges

• scalability
• reliability
• selfishness
• security & privacy
• complexity


